CONFIDENTIAL (for PPEC Members only)
1. Save the date (October 28)
We will be announcing this formally later this month but here’s early notice to reserve the date
of October 28th for a very special PPEC function. In the afternoon we will be hosting a seminar
at the Mississauga Convention Centre followed by an evening dinner to celebrate PPEC’s 25th
year of existence. Yes, we will be 25 this year! Isn’t that amazing! We want to get word out early
so that we have time to track down as many of those key people who were involved with PPEC
in the early years and who now may be retired and/or moved on to another industry or
occupation. We will be asking you to help with our search, and of course, to attend yourselves!
2. Webinar planned for February
PPEC is planning a webinar on some recent scientific advances that will have an impact on paper
packaging technology. More details shortly.
3. Membership survey coming
We know you love these but we need some basic feedback on what we are doing on your behalf
and how well we are doing it, and on what else we could be doing. We promise the survey will
be short if you promise to complete it!
4. Saskatchewan program on hold
Looks like the Saskatchewan government couldn’t stand the pressure from the small business
lobby and local newspaper publishers. The province’s residential printed paper and packaging
program was meant to be launched on January 1st. But without any warning at all to the steward
organisation that had developed the plan (a plan the government itself had earlier approved!),
the Ministry of Environment changed some of the rules at the last minute, exempting a lot more
small business owners from the program and offering newspaper publishers a transitional
payment structure. The steward organisation was not impressed, to say the least. It has
cancelled agreements it had lined up with municipalities, and is now trying to reconfigure its fee
structure and start date.
5. City of Toronto working on long-term waste management strategy
The city, which will not meet its diversion target of 70% by 2016 (it’s currently at 54%), is
working on a long-term waste management strategy for the next 30 to 50 years. Staff are
currently developing a waste profile of the city’s reduction, re-use, recycling, collection,
processing and disposal systems. They will then do a needs assessment, identify options to
address those needs, then recommend a plan for action. PPEC has indicated its interest in this
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issue, particularly as it relates to future supplies of residential recovered paper and the impact
that any energy-from- waste options might have on the tonnage and security of that supply.

6. Organic bans in BC
The Capital Region District (CRD) of Vancouver Island and Metro Vancouver have banned
organics (food scraps) from disposal. In Metro Vancouver, the most affected generators will be
grocers and large restaurants. Fines for non-compliance will be phased in and the amount of
food scraps allowed in garbage progressively lowered. In Ontario, PPEC is developing a targeted
plan to encourage the province to ban old corrugated boxes from provincial landfills. This is
already done in Nova Scotia and PEI. Quebec has talked about doing it but has so far not
gazetted any change.
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